
Tell me what we are going to speak about today?



At work.



We are going

to speak English 

to read in English

to revise words

to write English words

to revise grammar

to learn new grammar rule



Baker likes to bake a cake.

Taxi driver drives a car.

Pilot likes to fly a plane.

Painter likes to draw a star.



a painter



a doctor



a baker



a teacher



a waiter



a mechanic



a taxi driver



a postman



Look, listen, read and revise.

hospital

bakery

garage

school



Look, listen, read and revise.

café

post office



Describe a picture. 

Bess is a ….



Describe a picture. 

Mr Brown is a … . 



Describe a picture. 

Tom  is a … .



Describe a picture. 

Mr Smith

is a … .





Mr Brown painter

Mrs Perkins

Mr Simpson

Mr Williams

Mr Green

Mr Jones

Miss Smith

Mr Wilson

Mr. Brown is a painter.



Mr Brown painter

Mrs Perkins doctor

Mr Simpson baker

Mr Williams postman

Mr Green mechanic

Mr Jones teacher

Miss Smith taxi driver

Mr Wilson waiter

Mr. Brown is a painter.
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Follow me!Well done!



Now, at the moment.



Отрицательные предложения





Listen and repeat. Ex. 9 page 79

sitting

reading

coming

playing

working

eating 



New words (Ex. 8 page 79).

•read a book

•talk
•say goodbye to the children 

•paint a hospital

•look at the postman

•repair a car

•wait for the ambulance

•deliver a letter to Mrs Harris

•drive a taxi

• serve drinks

•читать книгу

• разговаривать   

•попрощаться с детьми 

• красить больницу

•смотреть на почтальона

•ремонтировать машину

•ждать скорую помощь

•доставить письмо Миссис Харрис

•водить такси

• подавать напитки



What is Tony doing now? - Tony is reading a book. 
What is Mr Wilson doing now?

What is Miss Smith doing now?

What is Mr Green doing now?

What is Mr Williams doing now?

What is Mr Brown doing now?

What is Mr Simpson doing now?

What are Ann and Lyn doing now?



Let’s exercise! 



Задание: употребить настоящее 

продолженное время и раскрыть скобки 

в предложениях.
1. I (to play) tennis with my sister now. 

2. Where is Mark? He (to work) in the garden. 

3.Look! She (to sing) a song. 

4.It is eight o’clock now. Children (to clean) 

their teeth. 

5.I (not to watch) TV at the moment. 



1.I am playing tennis with my sister now.

2.Where is Mark? He is working in the garden.

3.Look! She is singing a song.

4.It is eight o’clock now. Children are cleaning 
their teeth.

5.I am not watching TV at the moment.



Homework

• Learn words and 
phrases by heart.

• WB:Ex 1,p.48.



At this English lesson …

Материал понял (-а), 

могу применить

на практике. 

Материал усвоил (-а) 

не в полной мере.



Thank you for the lesson!
Good-bye!


